The classic algorithm for optimal buffer insertion due to van Ginneken has time and space complexity O(n 2 ), where n is the number of possible buffer positions. We present a new algorithm that computes the same optimal results, but in time and space complexity O(n log n). Our speedup is achieved by four new ideas: an efficient data structure, the concept of buffer-dominate, a fast redundancy check, and a fast merging scheme. On industrial test cases, the new algorithm is 2 to 50 times faster than van Ginneken's algorithm and uses 1/2 to 1/100 of the memory. Since van Ginneken's algorithm and its variations are used by most existing algorithms on buffer insertion, buffer sizing, and wire sizing, our new algorithm significantly improves the performance of all these algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
As the feature size continues to shrink, delay optimization of interconnect becomes increasingly important. One popular technique for reducing interconnect delay is buffer insertion [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9] . The objective is to find where to insert buffers in the interconnect so that the timing requirements are met. * This research was supported by the NSF grants CCR-0098329, CCR-0113668, EIA-0223785, ATP grant 512-0266-2001 and a fellowship from Applied Materials.
For buffer insertion under a given routing tree, van Ginneken [8] proposed a dynamic programming algorithm. His algorithm gives the maximum slack and has time and space complexity O(n 2 ), where n is the number of possible buffer positions. Lillis, Cheng and Lin [4] extended van Ginneken's algorithm to allow |B| buffer types in time O(n 2 |B| 2 ). Alpert and Devgan [1] used the van Ginneken's algorithm to perform wire segmenting to find possible buffer positions.
Some researchers consider simultaneous routing tree construction and buffer insertion. Lillis, et. al., used van Ginneken's algorithm as an inner loop in the P-tree algorithm [5] . Okamoto and Cong [6] combined A-tree construction with van Ginneken's algorithm. Kang, et . al, [3] constructed a bounded delay tree, and then used van Ginneken's algorithm to optimize buffers. Zhou, et al., [9] combined the shortest path algorithm with van Ginneken's algorithm.
The main result of this paper is an O(n log n) time algorithm for the optimal buffer insertion problem. Van Ginneken's algorithm consists of three major operations: 1) adding a wire in O(n) time, 2) adding a buffer in O(n) time, and 3) merging two branches in O(n1 + n2) time, where n1 and n2 are the numbers of buffer positions in the two branches. Our algorithm performs the three operations in much less time: 1) adding a wire in O(1) time, 2) adding a buffer in O(log n) time, and 3) merging two branches in O(n1 log(n2/n1 + 1)) time. Our speedup is achieved by four new ideas: an efficient data structure, the concept of buffer-dominate, a fast redundancy check, and a fast merging scheme. Some of the ideas were proposed by Shi [7] to improve Stockmeyer's algorithm for floorplan minimization from O(n 2 ) to O(n log n). Our new algorithm implies almost a factor of n improvement over previous algorithms for buffer sizing [4] , wire sizing [4] and simultaneous routing and buffer insertion [9] . For other algorithms that use van Ginneken's algorithm as an inner subroutine, the new algorithm can significantly improve the running time of these algorithms as well.
PRELIMINARY
A net is given as a routing tree T = (V, E), where V = {s0}∪Vs ∪Vn, and E ⊆ V ×V . Vertex s0 is the source vertex and also the root of T, Vs is the set of sink vertices, and Vn is the set of internal vertices. Each sink vertex si ∈ Vs is associated with sink capacitance C(si) and required arrival time RAT (si). A buffer library B contains different types of buffers. For each buffer type bi, the intrinsic delay is K(bi), driving resistance is R(bi), and input capacitance is C(bi 
, where C(vj ) is the downstream capacitance at vj . When a buffer b is inserted, the capacitance viewed from the upper stream is C(b).
For any vertex v ∈ V , let T (v) be the subtree downstream from v, and with v being the root. Once we decide where to insert buffers in T (v), we have a candidate α for T (v). The delay from v to sink si ∈ T (v) under α is
where the sum is over all edges in the path from v to si. If vj is a buffer in α, then D(vj ) is the buffer delay. If vj is not a buffer in α, then D(vj ) = 0. The slack of v under α is
Buffer Insertion Problem: Given routing tree T = (V, E), sink capacitance C(si) and RAT (si) for each sink si, capacitance C(e) and resistance R(e) for each edge e, possible buffer position f , and buffer library B, find a candidate α for T that maximizes Q(s0, α).
The effect of a candidate to the upstream is traditionally described by downstream capacitance C and slack Q [8] . For any two candidates α1 and α2 of T (v), we say α1
). The set of nonredundant candidates of T (v), which we denote as N (v), is the set of candidates such that no candidate in N (v) dominates any other candidate in N (v), and any candidate of T (v) is dominated by some candidate in N (v). Once we have N (s0), the candidate that gives the maximum Q(s0, α) can be found in O(1) time.
To illustrate the main idea, we assume for now there is only one non-inverting buffer type b, and s0 is also driven by a buffer of type b. Extensions to multiple buffer types are in Section 6. 
SPEEDUP TECHNIQUES

Candidate Tree
We assume the readers are familiar with balanced binary search trees, such as red-black trees [2] . Given a balanced binary search tree of n1 keys, the search, insertion and deletion of any key can be done in O(log n1) time. Furthermore, the search and insertion of n2 ≤ n1 keys in sorted order can be done in total O(n2 log(1 + n1/n2)) time.
We will use a balanced binary search tree A(v), which we call a candidate tree, to store nonredundant candidates of T (v). Please do not confuse routing tree T (v) with the candidate tree A(v). The former is a topology while the latter is a data structure. For each candidate α of T (v), there is a corresponding node u(α) in A(v). A(v) is organized in increasing C order and increasing Q order. This is possible because the candidates in A(v) are nonredundant. Each node u(α) contains 5 fields: c, q, ca, qa and ra. When ca, qa and ra are all 0, c and q give C(v, α) and Q(v, α), respectively. Fig. 2 is an example candidate tree. 
Assume we attach an edge e = (v, v1) to T (v1) and form a new tree T (v), see Fig 1(a). Each candidate αi for T (v1) is now a candidate for T (v):
To update the C and Q fields, van Ginneken's algorithm spends linear time to modify each candidate, since in his algorithm C and Q are stored explicitly.
We introduce the implicit representation that allows O(1) time update. In the implicit representation, C(v, α) and Q(v, α) are not explicitly stored in the corresponding node u(α). Instead, the information is stored in the path from u(α) to the root of A(v). When edge e is added, the following information is inserted to the fields of the root: ca = C(e), meaning that C of every candidate in the tree will be added by C(e), qa = R(e)C(e)/2, meaning that Q of every candidate in the tree will be subtracted by R(e)C(e)/2, and ra = R(e), meaning that Q of every candidate α in the tree will be subtracted by R(e) · C(v, α), where C(v, α) is the value before adding edge e. The implicit representation is used recursively on each node in the candidate tree. The actual update of C and Q for each candidate will take place later, whenever that candidate is visited. This delayed update can save a great amount of computation time. Fig. 3 is the candidate tree when we attach a wire with C(e) = 2 and R(e) = 3. The derivation of the new C and Q is as follows: Q) being (5,18), (6,25) and (7,32) .
Formally, let α be a candidate in A(v), u(α) be the node for α, u1 be the root of A(v), and u1, u2, . . . , u k = u(α), be the path from the root to u(α). Then
The following C code defines the data structure of each candidate tree node: typedef struct A_node { float c, q; // part of C, Q float ca, qa, ra; // additional info char dirty; // whether to update int size; // candidates in subtree struct A_node *left, *right; struct L_node *l; // to expiration list } A_node;
Although the definition of C and Q is complicated, the values can be computed in O(1) time for each candidate, whenever each candidate is searched. The search of a candidate tree is similar to the search of any binary search tree. The only difference is that when a node is dirty, fields c and q will be updated to give C and Q, and fields ca, qa and ra propagated one level down to the children. The following C code illustrates the update process:
void update(A_node *x) { // propagate to left subtree x->left->qa = x->left->qa + x->qa + (x->ra)*(x->left->ca); x->left->ca = x->left->ca + x->ca; x->left->ra = x->left->ra + x->ra; x->left->dirty = TRUE; // propagate to right subtree ... // update x x->q = x->q -x->qa -x->ra*x->c; x->c = x->c + x->ca; x->ca = x->qa = x->ra = 0; x->dirty = FALSE; } It can be shown that update correctly computes the value of C(v, α) and Q(v, α) for every candidate α in A(v).
Buffer Dominant
When we insert buffer b at v, we want to associate the buffer with a candidate α that maximizes pre-buffer slack
among all candidates. However, such a candidate is not necessarily the candidate that maximizes Q. It is because when a buffer is attached, some nonredundant candidates might become redundant. For any candidates α1 and α2 of T (v), we say α1 b- α2) and C(v, α1) ≤ C(v, α2) .
Proof. The general situation is shown in Fig. 4 Using α1 instead of α2 will not increase delay from v to sinks in v2, . . . , v k . If Q at v is determined by T (v1), let R(v , v1) be the resistance of the wire from v to v1.
Lemma 2. If α1 and α2 do not b-dominate one another, then P (v, α1) > P (v, α2) if and only if Q(v, α1) > Q(v, α2).
It is easy to see if α1 dominates α2, then α1 b-dominates α2. From now on, we say a candidate is redundant if it is bdominated by another candidate. The concept of b-dominate not only gives a better pruning criteria, but also allows us to find the candidate that gives the maximum P in O(1) time. 
Fast Redundancy Check
Lemma 3. Let α1 and α2 be two nonredundant candidates of T (v1), where Q(v1, α1) < Q(v1, α2) and C(v1, α1) < C(v1, α2). Define l according to (4) 
Therefore, R(e) ≥ l if and only if
On the other hand,
Therefore, α2 is b-dominated if and only if R(e) ≥ l. L(v)
is also organized as a balanced search tree in increasing l order. The following C code defines the data structure for each expiration list node: typedef struct L_node { float l; // threshold float la; // additional info struct A_node *a; // to candidate tree char dirty; // whether to update struct L_node *left, *right; } L_node;
Using red-black tree, the minimum li, insertion and deletion of any li can be done in O(log n) time. Similar to the candidate tree, if a node is dirty, la is added to l and propagated to la of the two children. Note the cross reference with the candidate tree.
ALGORITHM
We will compute all nonredundant candidates N (s0) for the given tree T. Our algorithm FBI (Fast Buffer Insertion) starts from the sinks, and builds nonredundant candidates bottom-up.
Algorithm F BI(v). Input Routing tree T (v) with root v. Output Candidate tree A(v) that contains all nonredundant candidates of T (v). Begin 1: If v is a sink then
Create a candidate tree A(v) to store the only candidate of T (v); Return A(v).
2: If T (v) consists of edge (v, v1) and T (v1) then A(v1) ← F BI(v1);
Modify A(v1) to include delay due to wire (v, v1); Delete redundancy; Return the modified A(v1). Return the modified A(v1).
3: If T (v) consists of buffer position v and T (v1) then A(v1) ← F BI(v1);
Find the candidate α in A(v1) that has max Q(v1, α); Form a new candidate and insert it into A(v1); Delete redundancy; Return the modified A(v1). 4: If T (v) = T (v1) ∪ T (v2) then A(v1) ← F BI(v1); A(v2) ← F BI(v2);
End of Algorithm.
We now explain the details.
Sink
If T is sink si, then we create a candidate tree A(si) that contains only one node. Let x be the pointer point to the root, then the fields are set as follows:
x->c = C(si); x->q = RAT(si); x->ca = x->qa = x->ra = 0; x->dirty = FALSE;
The expiration list L(si) is empty.
Wire
Consider the case in Fig. 1(a) , where e = (v, v1) is a wire. Assume all n1 nonredundant candidates for T (v1) have been computed and stored in candidate tree A(v1), and a corresponding expiration list L(v1) is created.
Each candidate αi of T (v1) with wire e = (v, v1) is a new candidate βi for T (v), where
C(v, βi) = C(v1, αi) + C(e), Q(v, βi) = Q(v1, αi) − R(e)(C(v1, αi) + C(e)/2).
We modify the root x of A(v1):
if (x->dirty == TRUE) update(x); x->ca = C(e); x->qa = R(e)*C(e)/2; x->ra = R(e); x->dirty = TRUE;
Now, all candidates for T (v1) become candidates for T (v). Call the new candidate tree A(v).
However, we are not done yet. Wire e may make some β's redundant. We compare R(e) with the minimum li in L(v1). If R(e) ≥ li, according to Lemma 3, the corresponding candidate β is redundant and should be deleted from A(v). Repeat the process, until R(e) < li. Each deletion from A(v) and L(v1) takes O(log n1) time. We will discuss the total deletion time in Theorem 1.
From (4), it can be seen that the addition of e decreases the value of all li's by R(e). Therefore we add −R(e) to the la field of the root of L(v1) in O (1) 
Buffer
Consider the case in Fig. 1(a) , where f (v) = {b} and wire (v, v1) has zero resistance and capacitance. Again, assume all n1 nonredundant candidates for T (v1) have been computed and stored in A(v1) and L(v1).
If we do not add a buffer at v, then all nonredundant candidates for T (v1) become nonredundant candidates for T (v). If we add a buffer at v, then there is a new candidate β such that 
Merge
The case in Fig. 1(b) is more involved. Assume we have computed all nonredundant candidates for T (v1) and T (v2), and stored the results in A(v1), L(v1), A(v2), and L(v2). Now we want to merge T (v1) and T (v2) to form T (v). Both edges (v, v1) and (v, v2) have zero resistance and capacitance.
Let the number of candidates in A(v1) and A(v2) be n1 and n2 respectively. Assume without loss of generality n1 ≥ n2, otherwise exchange A(v1) and A(v2). Field size tells us in O(1) time which tree contains more candidates.
Step 1: Consider nonredundant candidates of T (v) whose Q are decided by T (v2). We also include nonredundant candidates whose Q are decided by both T (v1) and T (v2) simultaneously. For each candidate αi in A(v2), we want to find a candidate βj in A(v1) such that Q(v1, βj) ≥ Q(v2, αi), and C(v1, βj) is the minimum among all such βj 's. In other words, we want to find index j:
Given αi, we can find the corresponding βj by searching A(v1). Together, αi ∪ βj is a candidate of T (v) with slack Q(v2, αi) and capacitance C(v2, αi) + C(v1, βj ).
To quickly generate all nonredundant candidates of T (v) whose Q's are decided by T (v2), we traverse every αi in A(v2) in increasing Q order, and search T (v1) for the corresponding βj . Since αi's are in increasing Q order, βj's must be in nondecreasing Q order. Therefore, the total time to traverse A(v2) is O(n2), and the total time to search A(v1) is O (n2 log(1 + n1/n2) ). The newly generated candidates are stored in a temporary list Z in increasing Q order for
Step 3. The size of Z is at most n2.
Step 2: Now consider nonredundant candidates of T (v) whose Q are decided by T (v1). For each candidate αi in A(v2), we want to find candidates βj , βj+1, . . . , β l in A(v1) such that j = min
This can be done through two searches of T (v1) using Q(v2, αi−1) and Q(v2, αi). If no such j and l are found, increment i by 1 and repeat. Otherwise, we form the following
To store the newly generated candidates, we change the fields of nodes u(βj ), . . . , u(β l ) in T (v1).
Step by step, we will turn T (v1) into an candidate tree of T (v). However, we cannot afford O(l − j) time to explicitly change the nodes. Instead, we change fields ca. u->c = u->c + x->c; u->left->ca = u->left->ca + x->c; u->left->dirty = TRUE;
Finally for nca(βj , β l ). Let it be pointed by u. We make the following changes: u->c = u->c + x->c; Among the newly generated candidates, no one dominates another. Since αi's are in increasing Q order, the total search time for βj 's and β l 's is O(n2 log(1+n1/n2)). It is easy to see all the nca's can be found in the same time. The total number of nodes in the left and right boundaries, for all intervals, is at most the number of nodes visited. Therefore, the total time to update fields c and ca for all intervals is O(n2 log(1 + n1/n2)).
Step (n2 log(1 + n1/n2) ).
A similar process is performed for L(v1) and L(v2) in the same amount of time. Proof. The correctness proof is similar to that of van Ginneken's algorithm. From Lemma 1, using b-dominate to prune candidates will produce the same final result as the van Ginneken's algorithm. Now consider the time complexity. Let T (n) be the worst case time complexity of the algorithm on search and insertion operations only, where n is the number of buffer positions. It is easy to show that there are at most n nonredundant candidates. Therefore,
ANALYSIS
if v is a buffer position, max {T (n1) + T (n2) + cn2 log (1 + n1/n2)} if v consists of v1 and v2.
where c is a constant, n1 and n2 are the number of candidates of T (v1) and T (v2) respectively, and the maximum is taken over all n1, n2 such that n1 + n2 = n and n > n1 ≥ n2 > 0. It can be shown by induction [7] that T (n) ≤ cn log n. To show the total time for deletion is also O(n log n), we use an argument known as the amortization. Each deletion uses at most O(log n) time. Since there are at most n insertions, there are at most n deletions.
The space complexity is bounded by the time complexity which is O(n log n). However, if we just compute the (C, Q) pairs instead of the buffer locations, then the space complexity can be reduced to O(n) by omitting fields related to the buffer locations.
EXTENSION
Due to the page limit, we only outline the extension to multiple buffer types. The pre-buffer slack is now defined for each type of 
SIMULATION
Both van Ginneken's algorithm and the new algorithm are implemented in C an run on a Pentium 3 866 MHz with 256MB memory. Although we only discussed in the paper on how to compute (C, Q) pairs, the implemented algorithms include buffer positions. Table 1 shows for large industrial circuits, the new algorithm is 2 to 50 times faster than van Ginneken's algorithm and uses 1/2 to 1/100 of memory. 
